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Let G be a group acting effectively on a Hausdorff space X, and let Y be an
open dense subset of X. We show that the inverse monoid generated by elements
of G regarded as partial functions on Y is an F-inverse monoid whose maximum
group image is isomorphic to G. We also describe the monoid in terms of
McAlister triples. This generalizes the results about Mobius transformations on theÈ
complex plane. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 5 Lawson showed that the Mobius transformations regarded asÈ
partial bijections of the complex plane C generate an F-inverse monoid
whose maximum group image is the Mobius group and described thisÈ
monoid in terms of McAlister triples. The primary purpose of this paper is
to derive similar results for any transformation group.
Let G be a group acting on a Hausdorff space X as homeomorphisms,
Ž .G = X 2 g, x “ g ? x g X. Clearly, each element g g G induces a
U U U Ž .homeomorphism g on X, g : X “ X, g x s g ? x. Let Y be an open
dense subset of X. Then each element g g G induces a partial bijection of
 < 4the space Y whose domain is given by y g Y g ? y g Y . We shall view
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each element of G as a partial bijection of Y and we shall denote by
Ž .dom g the domain of the partial bijection g of the space Y. For g, h g G,
we will denote by g ( h the composition of the partial mappings g and h of
Y, and denote by g(h the partial bijection of Y induced by the element
gh g G. As Lawson indicated, the two maps g ( h and g(h are different
as partial mappings of Y. Although the set of partial bijections induced by
Ž .elements of G has the well-defined binary group operation (, it is not in
general closed under the operation (. However, this set is contained in the
Ž .symmetric inverse monoid I Y of all partial bijections on Y. Our main
Ž .interest of this paper is the inverse submonoid of I Y generated by the
partial bijections induced by elements of G.
Examples of such group actions and open dense sets arise very naturally
Ž . Ž w x w x.in conformal geometry see 1 , 2 : Let V be a finite dimensional Jordan
Ž .algebra, and let Str V be the structure group of V. The conformal or
Ž .Kantor]Koecher]Tits group Co V of V is the group of birational maps
generated by the translations t by vector ¤ g V, elements of the struc-¤
Ž . y1 Ž .ture group and the Jordan inverse j ¤ s ¤ . The group Co V can be
Ž . Ž .characterized as the group of Str V -conformal local partial diffeomor-
Ž .phisms on V, and the quotient space Co V rP with respect to the
Ž .parabolic subgroup P generated by Str V and jt j is the conformalV
compactification of V, that is, the map ¤ g V “ t P is an open dense¤
Ž . Ž .embedding of V. In our setting, G s Co V , X s Co V rP, Y s V.
It turns out that the partial mappings of conformal transformations on
Žmatrix algebras are linear fractional transformations or Mobius transfor-È
w x.mations, see Section 1 of 2
y1g ? X s AX q B CX q D .Ž . Ž .
Ž .For this reason, we shall call the inverse submonoid of I Y generated by
the partial mappings induced by elements of the transformation group
Ž .G, X the in¤erse monoid of Mobius type if there is an element g g GÈ
Ž .such that dom g / Y.
2. AN INVERSE MONOID ASSOCIATED WITH A
GROUP ACTION
Throughout this paper, we assume that G is a group acting on a
Hausdorff space X as homeomorphisms. Fix an open dense subset Y of X.
Ž .  < 4 Ž .For g g G, we let dom g s x g Y g ? x g Y . Let Part G, Y be the set
of partial bijections induced by G on Y, that is,
U <Part G, Y s g : g g G , 4Ž . domŽ g .
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U U Ž .where g : X “ X, g x s g ? x. In the following, we shall view each
element of G as a partial bijection of Y.
Ž .Let I Y be the inverse monoid of all partial bijections of Y under the
Ž .operation of composition ( of functions. Then Part G, Y is a subset of
Ž . Ž .U <I Y . For g, h g G, we shall denote by g(h the element gh gdomŽ g h.
Ž .Part G, Y where gh is the product of g and h in the group G. For a
Ž . Ž .partial bijection a g I Y , we denote by dom a the domain of the partial
function a .
The following lemma is crucial for our calculations.
LEMMA 2.1. Let D be a dense subset of a topological space X. Then
D l Fs F, for any open set F. In particular, any finite intersection of open
dense subsets of X is an open dense subset of X.
Proof. Let x g F, and let U be an open set containing x. Then F l U
Ž . Ž .is open and it contains x. Since D is dense, B / D l F l U s D l F
l U. Thus F ; D l F; F which completes the proof.
LEMMA 2.2. Let g g G, and let gy1 be the in¤erse of g in G. Then
Ž . Uy 1Ž . Ž y1 .U Ž .dom g s g Y l Y s g Y l Y and the image of the partial map
Ž y1 .g is dom g . In particular, the domain of g is an open dense subset of X.
Ž . Ž . U Ž .Proof. Note that x g dom g if and only if x g Y and g x s g x g
Uy 1Ž . Ž y1 .UY if and only if x g g Y l Y s g l Y. It then follows that
U Ž Ž .. U Ž Uy 1Ž . . U Ž . Ž y1 . Ug dom g s g g Y l Y s Y l g Y s dom g . Since g is a
Ž .homeomorphism of X and since Y is an open dense subset of X, dom g
is a nonempty open set. By Lemma 2.1, it is a dense subset of X.
The proof of the following is immediate from the definition of ( and
Ž .from the density of domains of partial mappings in Part G, Y .
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.3. With respect to the operation (, elements in Part G, Y
U < Ž .forms a group. The mapping g g G “ g g Part G, Y is an epimor-domŽ g .
Ž Ž . .phism. In particular, if G acts on X effecti¤ely, then Part G, Y , ( is
isomorphic to G.
‘ Ž .EXAMPLE. Let X s C , Y s C, and G s GL 2, C . Then G acts on X
as Mobius transformations:È
y1 a bg ? z s az q b cz q d , g s g G.Ž . Ž . ž /c d
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .In this case, Part G, Y ( PSL 2, C [ SL 2, C r "I , where SL 2, C is
the special linear group over the complex field C.
Ž .Since elements of Part G, Y are partial bijections of Y we can regard
Ž .them as elements of the inverse monoid I Y . The finite compositions of
Ž . Ž . ² Ž .:Part G, Y is an inverse submonoid of I Y , denoted Part G, Y .
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² Ž .: ŽLEMMA 2.4. Let a s g ( g ??? ( g g Part G, Y with g g Part G,1 2 n i
.Y . Then
dom a s gUy 1gUy 1 ??? gUy 1 Y l gUy 1 ??? gUy 1 Y l ???Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n ny1 1 n 2
l gUy 1 Y l Y ,Ž .n
and it is an open dense subset of X.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Note that x g dom g ( g if and only if x g dom g and1 2 2
Ž . U Ž . Ž . Ž Uy 1 Uy1.Ž . Uy 1Ž .g x s g x g dom g if and only if x g g ( g Y l g Y2 2 1 2 1 2
l Y. Inductively, we have that
dom a s gUy 1gUy 1 ??? gUy 1 Y l gUy 1 ??? gUy 1 Y l ???Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n ny1 1 n 2
l gUy 1 Y l Y ,Ž .n
and it is an open dense subset of X by Lemma 2.1.
Ž .The idempotents of the symmetric inverse monoid I M on a set M are
w xthe identity functions defined on the subsets of M. In 5 , Lawson proved
that the idempotents of the Mobius inverse monoid on the complex planeÈ
are exactly the identity functions defined on the co-finite subsets of the
plane. The following is actually true in any inverse semigroups of partial
bijections, but we include a proof for the sake of completeness.
² Ž .:LEMMA 2.5. Let a g Part G, Y . Then the identity function defined on
² Ž .:the domain of a is an idempotent of Part G, Y . Con¤ersely, e¤ery
² Ž .:idempotent of the in¤erse monoid Part G, Y occurs in this way.
² Ž .:Proof. Let a be an idempotent of Part G, Y . Then a ( a s a
Ž .implies that the domain of a is exactly the image of a and a x s x for
Ž .all x g dom a . Thus a is the identity map on its domain. Conversely,
suppose that b is the identity map on the domain of a partial map
y1² Ž .: ² Ž .:a g Part G, Y . Then b s a ( a g Part G, Y .
Ž .Let : be the natural partial order on the inverse semigroup I Y . Then
Ž .for a , b g I Y , a : b if and only if the domain of b contains the domain
of a and two partial maps a , b agree on the domain of a . The relation
Ž w x.: is compatible with the composition and the inverse see 3 .
Ž . Ž . ŽLet g , g g Part G, Y . Let x g dom g ( g . Then x g Y and g (1 2 1 2 1
.Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .U Ž . Ž . Žg x s g g x s g g x g Y. So, x g dom g ( g and g (2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
.Ž . Ž .g x s g (g x . This implies that g ( g : g (g . In general, by the2 1 2 1 2 1 2
compatibility of the relation : , we have that g ( ??? ( g : g ( ??? (g .1 n 1 n
² Ž .:Thus every element of Part G, Y is bounded above by an element of
Ž .Part G, Y .
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² Ž .:LEMMA 2.6. If a g Part G, Y and a : g, h where g and h are
Ž . ² Ž .:elements of Part G, Y , then g s h as elements of Part G, Y .
U U Ž . Ž .Proof. The functions g and h agree on dom a . Since dom a is
Ž . U Udense Lemma 2.4 , g s h as functions on X. Thus g s h as partial
maps of Y.
w xRecall from 5 that an inverse semigroup is said to be E-unitary if
Žwhenever e is an idempotent and e F s F is the natural partial order on
.the semigroup then s is an idempotent. The minimum group congruence in
Ž .an inverse semigroup is the congruence s defined by a, b g s if and
only if there exists an element c such that c F a and c F b. An inverse
monoid is called F-in¤erse if each s-class contains a maximum element.
The main result of this section is the following. The proof is parallel to
w xthat of Theorem 9 in 5 .
² Ž .:THEOREM 2.7. The in¤erse monoid Part G, Y is F-in¤erse, and
² Ž .: Ž Ž . .Part G, Y rs is isomorphic to the group Part G, Y , ( .
Ž .Proof. By Lemma 2.6, each element of Part G, Y is a maximal ele-
² Ž .: ² Ž .:ment in Part G, Y and every element Part G, Y is bounded above by
Ž . w xa unique maximal element of Part G, Y . By Lemma 7 of 5 , if two
² Ž .:elements a and b in Part G, Y are bounded above by the same
maximal element, then they are s-related. Conversely, if a and b are
² Ž .:s-related, then by assumption there is an element g g Part G, Y which
is bounded by them. By Lemma 2.6, both a and b are bounded above by a
² Ž .:maximal element. This implies that the inverse monoid Part G, Y is
F-inverse. Now it is clear that each s-class contains a unique maximal
² Ž .:element, and hence the elements of Part G, Y rs are in bijective
correspondence with maximum elements of the s-classes. If a and b are
Ž .in Part G, Y , then a ( b : a(b , and a(b is a maximum element.
Therefore, the correspondence is a homomorphism.
Ž .  Ž . < Ž . 4Set C Y [ g g Part G, Y dom g s Y .
Ž . ² Ž .: y1PROPOSITION 2.8. i Let a g Part G, Y . Then a ( a s 1 if andY
Ž . Ž .only if a g C Y if and only if a Y ; Y.
Ž . Ž .ii If g, h g C Y then g ( h s g(h.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii C Y s Part G, Y if and only if Y is in¤ariant under the action of
Ž .G. In this case, Part G, Y is a group under the operation (.
Ž . ² Ž .: Ž .In particular, C Y is a subsemigroup of Part G, Y and C Y l
Ž .y1 ² Ž .:C Y is the group of units of Part G, Y .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i Let g g Part G, Y . Then by definition of dom g , g g C Y
Ž . y1 Ž .if and only if g Y ; Y. Since g ( g is the identity function on dom g ,
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Ž . y1we have that g g C Y if and only if g ( g s 1 . Now suppose thatY
² Ž .: y1 Ž .a g Part G, Y such that either a ( a s 1 or a Y ; Y. ThenY
Ž . Ž . Ž .dom a s Y. Pick g g Part G, Y such that a : g. Then dom g ; Y s
Ž .dom a , hence a s g.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Suppose that g, h g C Y . Then dom g ( h s Y and gh ? Y s
Ž Ž ..g ? h Y ; g ? Y ; Y. Thus two partial maps g ( h and g(h have the
same domain. Since g ( h : g(h, g ( h s g(h.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii This follows from i , ii , and Proposition 2.3.
Ž . Ž . Ž .From i and ii , we conclude that C Y is closed under the composition
Ž . Ž .y1( and its maximal subgroup C Y l C Y is the group of units of
² Ž .:Part G, Y .
Ž . Ž .EXAMPLES. 1 Let G s PSL 2, C be the Mobius group on the com-È
Ž .plex plane Y s C. Since X _Y consists of only one point, if g Y ; Y then
Ž . Ž . Ž .g Y s Y. Thus g g C Y if and only if g Y s Y. This implies that the
Ž . ² Ž .:semigroup C C is a subgroup of Part G, Y . One may easily check that
Ž .C C consists of all affine transformations, z “ az q b, a / 0.
Ž . Ž . ‘2 Let G s PSL 2, R acting on X [ R via linear fractional trans-
formations. Let Y s R_Zy, where Zy is the set of negative integers. Then
Y is an open dense subset of X. The transformation x “ x q 1 belongs to
Ž . Ž .the semigroup C Y but its inverse does not belong to C Y .
When Y is not invariant under the action G, the inverse monoid
² Ž .:Part G, Y is said to be Mobius type.È
w x w xThe following appears at Proposition 2.1 in 4 and Theorem 1 in 5 .
THEOREM 2.9. An in¤erse semigroup S is isomorphic to a semidirect
product of a semilattice by a group if and only if S is E-unitary and for each
a g S and idempotent e g S there exists b g S such that bby1 s e and ay1 b
is an idempotent.
² Ž .:PROPOSITION 2.10. The in¤erse monoid Part G, Y is Mobius type ifÈ
and only if it is not a semidirect product of a semilattice by a group.
² Ž .:Proof. Suppose that Part G, Y is a semidirect product. Let g g G.
² Ž .:Then by Theorem 2.9, there exists an element b g Part G, Y such that
y1 y1 ² Ž .:b ( b s 1 and g ( b is an idempotent of Part G, Y . By Proposi-Y
Ž . y1 y1tion 2.8, b g C Y . Now since g ( b is an idempotent, 1 (domŽ g .
b (1 s g. This implies that g : b. But g and b are elements indomŽ g .
Ž .Part G, Y and so must be equal by Lemma 2.6. Since g is arbitrary, we
² Ž .:conclude that if Part G, Y is a semidirect product of a semilattice by a
Ž .group, then g g C Y for all g g G. The proof now follows from Proposi-
tion 2.8.
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We remark that although an inverse monoid of Mobius type is not aÈ
semidirect product of a semilattice by a group, we will show that it can be
nicely embedded in such a product.
3. THE STRUCTURE OF INVERSE MONOIDS OF
ÈMOBIUS TYPE
In this section, we shall additionally assume that the fixed open dense
subset Y of X is not invariant under the action of the group G, that is,
² Ž .:Part G, Y is an inverse monoid of Mobius type. To investigate theÈ
² Ž .:inverse monoid structure of Part G, Y , we turn our attention to the
U  U Ž . < 4bijections on X induced by elements of G. Let G s g g I X g g G .
Then GU is a group under the composition ( of functions. Since the
Ž . U Udomain of each element of Part G, Y is dense, the mapping G 2 g “
U < Ž . Ž Ž . .g g Part G, Y is an isomorphism onto Part G, Y , ( .domŽ g .
² Ž .:X Ž .Let Part G, Y be the inverse submonoid of I X generated by
² Ž .: U Ž . U Ž . Ž .Part G, Y and G . Define f : Part G, Y j G “ Part G, Y by f g
Ž U . ² Ž .:Xs g, f g s g for g g G. For a s a ( ??? ( a g Part G, Y with1 n
Ž . Ua g Part G, Y j G , we leti
f a [ f a ( ??? (f a .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n
Ž . ² Ž .: ² Ž .:X Ž .Then f a g Part G, Y for all a g Part G, Y . The element f a i
Ž . U Uis called a Part G, Y -factor of a . We also define a g G by
UU UUa [ f a ( ??? (f a s f a ??? f a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 n 1 n
² Ž .:X Ž .LEMMA 3.1. Let a s a ( ??? ( a g Part G, Y with a g Part G, Y1 n i
U Ž .j G , and let g, h g Part G, Y .
Ž . Ž . Ui f a : a : a .
Ž . U y1 y1 Uii a ( a ( a s a ( a ( a s a .
Ž . U Ž . Ž .iii 1 ( a (1 s f a ( ??? (f a . In particular, it is an ele-Y Y 1 n
² Ž .:ment of Part G, Y .
Ž . U U ² Ž .: Uiv If a and h ( a ( g are elements of Part G, Y , then a ( g s
a ( g.
Ž . Uy 1 y1v a ( a s a ( a .
Ž . Ž .U U U ² Ž .:Xvi a ( b s a ( b for any b g Part G, Y .
Ž . Ž .Proof. i This follows from the fact that the relation : on I X is
compatible with the composition (.
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Ž . U y1 y1 Uii It is easy to check that a ( a ( a s a : a ( a ( a . Let
Ž y1 U . U Ž . Ž y1 .x g dom a ( a ( a . Then a x g dom a . Since the domain of
y1 Ž . y1 Ua is the image of a , x g dom a . Therefore, a s a ( a ( a .
Ž . U Ž . Ž . Uiii By definition of ( and a , f a ( ??? (f a : a . By the1 n
Ž . Ž . Ucompatibility of the relation : , f a ( ??? (f a : 1 ( a (1 . Con-1 n Y Y
Ž U . U Ž . Ž Ž .versely, let x g dom 1 ( a (1 . Then x g Y and a x s f a ???Y Y 1
Ž ..Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..f a x g Y. This implies that x g dom f a ( ??? (f a . There-n 1 n
U Ž . Ž .fore 1 ( a (1 s f a ( ??? (f a .Y Y 1 n
Ž . U U ² Ž .:iv Suppose that a and h ( a ( g are elements of Part G, Y .
² Ž .: U USince 1 is the identity for the inverse semigroup Part G, Y , h ( a ( gY
U U U Ž U .s h ( a (1 ( g (1 . By cancellation, a ( g s a ( 1 ( g (1 and it isY Y Y Y
Ž .equal to a ( g by iii .
Ž . U y1 Uy1 y1 Uy1v Since a : a , a : a and hence a ( a : a ( a . But
Ž Uy 1 . Ž . Ž y1 . y1 Uy1since dom a ( a s dom a s dom a ( a , a ( a s a ( a .
UŽ .vi This follows from the definition of a .
² Ž .:X ULEMMA 3.2. Let a g Part G, Y _G . Then there exists b g
² Ž .: Ž . Ž .Part G, Y such that dom a l Y s dom b .
Proof. We use induction on the number of factors. Let g, h g G. Then
Ž U . Ž . Ž . Ž U .it is clear that dom h ( g s dom g and dom h( g ; dom h( g l Y.
Ž U . U Ž . Ž . Uy 1Ž .Let x g dom h( g l Y. Then x g Y and g x g dom h s h Y
Ž . Ž U .l Y. This implies that x g dom h( g . Therefore dom h( g l Y s
Ž .dom h( g .
² Ž .:X Ž .Now let a s a ( ??? ( a ( a g Part G, Y , a g Part G, Y j1 n nq1 i
GU , n ) 1. Set g s a ( ??? ( a . We consider three cases:1 ny1
Ž .Case 1. a s g g Part G, Y . By a direct calculation, one may shownq1
Ž . Ž . Uy 1Ž Ž . .that dom a l Y s dom g ( a ( g l Y s Y l g dom g ( a l Y .n n
Since g ( a has n factors of a , by induction on the number of factors,n
² Ž .: Ž . Ž .there exists v g Part G, Y such that dom g ( a l Y s dom v . Itn
Ž . Ž . Uy 1Ž Ž ..follows that dom a l Y s dom g ( a ( g l Y s g dom v l Y sn
Ž .dom v ( g .
Case 2. Suppose that a , a g GU. Then a ( a s kU for somen nq1 n nq1
kU g GU. So a consists of at most n factors. In this case we can apply the
induction argument.
U U Ž .Case 3. Suppose that a s g g G and a s h g Part G, Y . Sincenq1 n
U Ž . Ž U .g ( h( g : g ( h( g , dom g ( h( g ; dom g ( h( g l Y. Conversely,
Ž U . Ž U .suppose that x g dom g ( h( g l Y. Then x g dom h( g l Y s
Ž . Ž U .Ž . Ž . U Ž . Ž .dom h( g and h( g x g dom g . Since x g Y and g x g dom h
Ž U .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .; Y, h( g x s h( g x . This implies that x g dom g ( h( g . There-
Ž . Ž .fore dom a l Y s dom g ( h( g . It returns to the case 1.
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From the above two Lemmas we have the following result about the
² Ž .:Xidempotents of Part G, Y .
² Ž .:X UCOROLLARY 3.3. Let a g Part G, Y _G . Then a is an idempotent
² Ž .:X Uof Part G, Y if and only if a s 1 or a s 1 for somedomŽ b . g ŽdomŽ b ..
² Ž .:b g Part G, Y and g g G.
² Ž .:XProof. It is enough to classify the domains of elements of Part G, Y .
² Ž .:X U Ž .Let a s a ( a ( ??? ( a g Part G, Y _G with a g Part G, Y j1 2 n i
U Ž . Ž . Ž .G . If a g Part G, Y , then a s a (1 and so dom a s dom a l Yn Y
Ž . ² Ž .: Us dom b for some b g Part G, Y by Lemma 3.2. If a g G , thenn
Ž . Uwe may assume that a g Part G, Y . Put g s a and g s a ( a (ny1 n 1 2
Ž . Ž U . Uy 1Ž Ž ..??? ( a . Then dom a s dom g ( g s g dom g . By Lemma 3.2ny1
Ž . Ž . ² Ž .:and by the preceding case, dom g s dom b for some g g Part G, Y .
This completes the proof.
² Ž .:XLEMMA 3.4. The in¤erse monoid Part G, Y is E-unitary, and e¤ery
² Ž .:X Uelement of Part G, Y is beneath a unique element of G .
² Ž .:XProof. Let a g Part G, Y be an idempotent. Suppose that b g
² Ž .:X Ž . U U Ž .Part G, Y such that a : b. By Lemma 3.1 i , b : b g G and f a
² Ž .: Ž Ž .. Uis an idempotent of Part G, Y . Since dom f a is dense, b s 1 .X
² Ž .:XThus b is an idempotent. Therefore, Part G, Y is E-unitary.
Ž . ² Ž .:XBy Lemma 3.1 i , every element of Part G, Y is bounded above by an
U ² Ž .:Xelement of G . Suppose that g g Part G, Y lying beneath two ele-
U U U Ž . Ž Ž ..ments g and h of G . Since f g : g and dom f g is dense,
U Ug s h .
Although an inverse monoid of Mobius type is not a semidirect productÈ
Ž .of a semilattice by a group Proposition 2.10 , it can be nicely embedded in
such a product from the following result.
² Ž .:XTHEOREM 3.5. The in¤erse monoid Part G, Y is isomorphic to a
² Ž .:Xsemidirect product of the semilattice of idempotents of Part G, Y by the
group GU.
X ² Ž .:XProof. Let E be the semilattice of idempotents of Part G, Y . Then
the mapping defined by
r : GU = EX 2 gU , e “ gU ( e( gUy 1 g EX ,Ž .
is an action of GU on EX. Set S s EX = GU. Then S becomes an inverse
Ž U .Ž U . Ž Ž U . U U .semigroup under the multiplication e, g f , h s e( r g , f , g ( h .
We establish that the mapping
² :X y1 Uc : Part G, Y 2 a “ a ( a , a g SŽ . Ž .
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Ž y1is an isomorphism between inverse semigroups. Suppose that a( a ,
U . Ž y1 U . ² Ž .:X Ž .a s b ( b , b for a , b g Part G, Y . Then by Lemma 3.1 ii ,
Ž y1 . U Ž y1 . U y1 Ua s a ( a ( a s b ( b ( a s b ( b ( b s b. Thus r is injec-
Ž U . U ² Ž .:X Utive. Let e, a g S. Then e( a g Part G, Y . Because e( a :
U U U Ž U .U U Ž U .U1 ( a s a and e( a : e( a , we have that a s e( a . NowX
Ž U . Ž U .y1 Ž U . Ž U .since e( a ( e( a s e, c sends e( a to e, a g S, which
shows the map is surjective.
² Ž .:XFinally, we show that c is a homomorphism. Let a , b g Part G, Y .
Ž .U U U Ž . Ž .First, a ( b s a ( b by Lemma 3.1 vi . By Lemma 3.1 ii and by the
commutativity of idempotents, we have
a ( b ( by1 ( ay1 s a ( b ( by1 ( ay1 ( a ( aUy 1Ž .Ž .
s a ( ay1 ( a ( b ( by1 ( aUy 1Ž . Ž .
s a ( ay1 ( a ( ay1 ( aU ( b ( by1 ( aUy 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
s a ( ay1 ( a ( ay1 ( aU ( b ( by1 ( aUy 1Ž . Ž .
s a ( ay1 ( aU ( b ( by1 ( aUy 1
s a ( ay1 ( r aU , b ( by1 .Ž . Ž .
This shows that c is a homomorphism.
² Ž .:Let E be the set of all idempotents of Part G, Y , and let P s
Ž U . U < Uy 1 U 4e, g g E = G g ( e( g g E .
² Ž .:X X UCOROLLARY 3.6. The isomorphism c : Part G, Y “ E = G in The-
² Ž .:orem 3.5 maps Part G, Y onto P. In particular, P is an in¤erse subsemi-
group of S s EX = GU.
Ž . Ž . Ž² Ž .:.Proof. By Lemmas 3.1 ii and 3.1 v , c Part G, Y ; P. Again by
Ž . Ž U . U Ž .Lemma 3.1 iv , if e, g g P then e( g s e( g and hence c e( g s
Ž U . ² Ž .:X X Ue, g . Therefore, the isomorphism c : Part G, Y “ E = G in Theo-
² Ž .:rem 3.5, restricted to Part G, Y , is a bijection onto P.
From the proof of the above theorem, one may see that the set
 4 U X U1 = G is a subgroup of S s E = G and its complement is a sub-X
² Ž .:X Usemigroup of S. This implies that the set F [ Part G, Y _G is an
² Ž .:X Uinverse subsemigroup of Part G, Y and it is a semidirect product of G
Ž X  4. ² Ž .:and the semilattice E _ 1 . Furthermore Part G, Y is an inverseX
² Ž .:subsemigroup of F. A relationship between F and Part G, Y is given by
the following. We shall assume the reader is familiar with the following
notion, order ideal, McAlister triple, in inverse semigroup theory as de-
w x w xscribed in 5 and 6 .
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DEFINITION. Let M be an inverse subsemigroup of an inverse semi-
group F. Then F is said to be an enlargement of M if the following three
conditions hold:
Ž .E1 M is an order ideal of F.
Ž . y1 y1E2 If a g F and a a, aa g M then a g M.
Ž .E3 Every idempotent of F is D-related to an idempotent of M.
² Ž .:XPROPOSITION 3.7. The in¤erse monoid F s Part G, Y _G* is an en-
² Ž .:largement of Part G, Y .
Ž . w xProof. The condition E1 holds. By Lemma 10 of 5 , it is suffice
² Ž .:to reduce on the idempotent sets of Part G, Y and F. Let a g
² Ž .:Part G, Y be an idempotent and let b g F be an idempotent such that
Ž . Ž .b : a . Then dom b ; dom a ; Y. By Lemma 3.2, b s 1 sdomŽ b .
² Ž .:1 s 1 for some g g Part G, Y . By Lemma 2.5, b is andomŽ b .l Y domŽg .
² Ž .: ² Ž .:idempotent of Part G, Y . Therefore Part G, Y is an order ideal
of F.
Ž .The condition E2 holds. Let a satisfy the assumption. By Lemma
Ž . Ž y1 . U Ž y1 . y1 y13.1 ii , a ( a ( a ( a ( a s a (1 s a . Since a ( a , a ( adomŽa .
² Ž .:g Part G, Y ,
a s a ( ay1 (1 ( aU ( 1 ( ay1 ( aŽ . Ž .Y Y
s a ( ay1 ( 1 ( aU (1 ( ay1 ( a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Y Y
Ž . ² Ž .:By Lemma 3.1 iii , a g Part G, Y .
Ž .Finally, we show that every idempotent of F is D Green's D relation
² Ž .:-related to an idempotent of Part G, Y . Let a be an idempotent of F.
Then a (1 is an idempotent and hence it is the identity function on itsY
Ž .domain. But by Lemma 3.2, the domain of a (1 is dom a l Y sY
Ž . ² Ž .:dom b for some b g Part G, Y . Thus a (1 s 1 s 1 (1Y domŽ b . Y domŽ b .
² Ž .:and is an idempotent of Part G, Y by Lemma 2.5. Therefore a and
1 are D-related.domŽ b .
² Ž .:By Corollary 3.6, the inverse monoid Part G, Y of Mobius type isÈ
Ž U . U < Uy 1 4isomorphic to P s e, g g E = G g ( e g E . A representation of
P in terms of McAlister triples is given by the final result of this paper.
w xThe proof depends heavily on the results of Lawson 5 .
Ž U X  4 .THEOREM 3.8. G , E _ 1 , E is a McAlister triple and its associatedX
in¤erse monoid is exactly the in¤erse semigroup P.
X  4Proof. Note that F is a semidirect product of the semilattice E _ 1X
U ² Ž .:by the group G . By Proposition 3.7, Part G, Y is an inverse subsemi-
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² Ž .:group of F such that F is an enlargement of Part G, Y . The remaining
w xpart of proof follows from Theorem 14 of 5 .
Final Remarks. This paper shows how, starting with a group G acting
on a space X and equipped with a dense open subspace Y, one can
construct an F-inverse monoid on Y whose structure is closely connected
with G and X.
Problem. Let G be a group, Y a Hausdorff topological space, and let
Ž .u : G “ I Y be a function into the symmetric inverse monoid on Y which
satisfies
Ž . Ž y1 . Ž .y1i u g s u g for all g g G,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii u g u h : u gh for all g, h g G.
Ž .One will probably need to add some topological condition as well. Show
Ž .that Y can be embedded open densely in a space X ``in the best way
possible'' in such a way that the partial action of G and Y is extended to a
global action of G on X.
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